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The System of Public Supervisor （SPS） has been set up by the People's 
Supreme Procuratorate in order to strengthen outside surveillance of Prosecution 
Organ and prevent and regulate those unjust enforcements of law in investigating of 
Crime by Taking Advantage of Duty. Two years after its implemented, it has 
demonstrates huge vitality and much attention and theoretical study has been focus on 
it by the theoretical and judicial field. However, SPS is still at the testing stage. 
Disputes and divergence exist in such aspects as its legal foundation, regulation of its 
rules, accommodation with current legal systems and its practical enforcement, which 
limit the development of SPS and urgently need to be solved and to consummated. 
This dissertation shall discuss the aforementioned issues. 
Chapter 1 outlines the definition of SPS and the nature, content, scope, 
jurisdiction of such surveillance, with key analysis on its background and 
development courses. The foundation of SPS is thoroughly discussed and its value 
and practical significance are evaluated. 
Chapter 2 compared rule of SPS with those relevant oversea surveillance rules. 
The author demonstrate the difference and homology between SPS and Jury System,  
study the Grand Jury System of U.S. and Procurator examining committee of Japan, 
and summarize the characters of overseas regulation on Procurator in order to have 
some reference for the perfection of SPS.  
Chapter 3 points out the legal defects of SPS and its deep contradiction existed in 
the rules and its links with the present criminal prosecution system. The author 
suggests that SPS should be further consummated with the strengthen of its legislation 
on surveillance main body choice, surveillance way,  inspector general scope, 
monitor program and its correlation necessary safeguard system and so on. 
Finally, the author concluded that only continuous study and exploration in the 
legislative, judicial and theoretical field of SPS can it be developed and promoted so 
as to urge the Prosecution Organ toy exercises its power legally and fairly and at last 
maintains the just of these society.   
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① 郭道晖.人民监督员制度专家论证会发言摘要[N].检察日报,2004-07-20(2). 
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